
Ladies and Gentlemen: David Cohen, Paul Nakasone[1], Stefanie Tompkins, US Air Force leadership, contractors
and sponsors (copied to Attorneys General and a judge or justice, partly considering obligatory reporting of treason),

How does facing capital punishment or torture-until-death, in either case with legal due process, not quite capture
your attention? Invited actions follow the preface:

As I continue to be electronically raped, sleep-deprived by physical torture, subliminally messaged and debilitated by
frequencies with my head and body pummeled by directed energy weapons; violated by remote neural monitoring
with noise campaigns, ear clicks and disorienting extremities electrocution; with poison pressed into an eye, eye
chips recurrently activated with pain, my temples and forehead electrocuted; violated by prototypical CIA's "silent
assassination through adaptive or amplified neurons" + NSA's constitution-shredding "behavior modification by
retarded rapists" with subliminal messaging within every second + contractors' DEW barrage + USAF's and stalkers'
lab-tested poisoning + DARPA-associated BCI + foreign covert elements, assaulted through days and nights like
myriad other targeted individuals:

You, and your foreign counterparts, must end these neo-Nazi operations now or face capital punishment with or
without standadized torture until death, with legal due process. What about that don't you quite grasp? You are not
entitled to be, or to enable, treasonous neo-Nazi war criminals. Functional retardation throughout the covert sector is
not a viable defense for complicity in capital offenses: no legislation or executive order can excuse 4th or 5th
amendment violation with aggravated sexual abuse, attempts to kill and resulting deaths since 1803. You know this.
You should know there will be no plausible deniability of criminality amid subliminal interrogation with neural
monitoring. An era of criminals' plausible deniability is ending regardless of witnesses left standing.[2] You can help
your organizations digest this.

Your silence or denial of responsibility for criminality addressed here is more than misprision of felonies and of
treason, just as attempted concealment or obfuscation of these indefensible operations is more than 18 USC § 1519.
It is complicity in capital offenses (18 USC § 241–242). Know that anyone who endeavors to conceal any facet of
neo-Nazi targeting programs faces capital punishment with or without standardized torture until death, with legal due
process. In case it was missing from "4th Reich" orientation: you are not entitled to enable violating anyone in any
way, including in our residences around-the-clock.

Your organizations are jointly and severally responsible for targeted individual torture operations and treason. Your (5
USC § 3331) oath of office may require studying every word in the following invited actions, no matter to whom
addressed, for two reasons:

First, it would behoove you to understand how you facilitate constitution violations, war crimes, murder or treason in a
non-compartmentalized way. Air Force personnel should understand how chromum spray facilitates "slow kill" as the
EPA-designated carcinogen is found in our urine whle our bladders are pummeled by directed energy weapons (after
operatives tortured my dad up to his death with metastatic bladder cancer). You should understand how your lab-
tested barium spray ("ten thousand times more toxic to your nervous system than lead") causes heart attacks, can be
piezoelectric material for remote neural assault, and may ease propagation of directed energy torture. NSA and CIA
perpetrators know that targeted individual torture programs are intended to cause life destruction, yet should
understand cumulative effects of multiple "slow kill" operations, and treasonous intents for mass enslavement in the
most deleterious societal architecture illuminuts could conceive (socialism for 99%, defenestration of constitutional
rights in one world tyranny without checks and balances on stupidity let alone malfeasance, and a caste system



enforced by an antitrust-violating monopoly of central bank digital currency alongside debilitating BCI: at first
approximation, the dumbest economic, political and social structures wrapped in one treasonous package).

Second, your operations overlap. Air Force personnel, for example, are complicit in implanting women electronically
raped just as NSA and CIA personnel are. When you see any below-itemized Invited actions addressed to another
that you can legally achieve, please get it done without ado. Know that anyone you ask for permission may be
blackmailed or compromised even more than you are, so, with any iota of honor left: just get it done. You will be
judged on your actions and inactions, morally and legally, albeit not reasonably on your contemplations or solitary
words in what the US Supreme Court has held is the privacy of your home, at least insofar as they do not reveal
actualized criminal behavior.

As you preside over capital offenses in each of your oganizations, by allegations that may be deemed credible and
soon beyond plausibly deniable: please appreciate the gravity of your decisions to honor or not honor my below-
itemized invited actions, meticulously and comprehensively, now.

1. May 12, 2023 below: itemized invited actions for Contractor 1
2. May 21, 2023 below: itemized invited actions for David Cohen, CIA
3. May 23, 2023 below: itemized invited actions for USAF Leadership[3]
4. May 26, 2023 below: itemized invited actions for Paul Nakasone, NSA
5. June 5, 2023 below: itemized invited actions for Stefanie Tompkins, DARPA
6. June 5, 2023 below: itemized invited actions for NSA's Research Directorate

Cordially,
Noam Grunes

[1] NSA recipients: please hand printed copies of this full email to Paul Nakasone as before, and to leadership of your
Research Directorate including LAC and LPS (NSA Lab for Advanced Cybersecurity and Lab for Physical Science).

[2] In the event I am swapped out for a clone, chiphead, parasite, hologram, robotoid or avatar no longer advocating
for preservation of inalienable individual constitutional rights, or for the permanent incapacitation of all personnel and
all entities systemically complicit in any lifelong targeted individual torture operation: it is not me.

[3] Do USAF and NASA lobotomize personnel slightly less than CIA, DHS, DIA, DOJ, DOS, FBI, NIH, NRO and ONI,
to comfortably pronounce 4-letter acronyms? DARPA personnel must consider themselves geniuses, throwing
around 5 letters. In an appropriately 3-letter word for mass comprehension yet in all seriousness, please take care of
this NOW.

This email message, including its attachments (if any), contains Privileged and Confidential information and is intended only for the use of the named individual(s) to
whom it is addressed. If the reader of this email message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the
intended recipient, then you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, retention, archiving, or copying of the email message, any of its
attachments, or any of the information included therein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, then please notify the sender
immediately by reply email and delete this message and all of its attachments immediately. Thank you.

1. May 12, 2023 below: itemized Invited actions for Contractor 1:

------- Forwarded Message -------
From: Partners <partners@infinityb.co>



Date: On Friday, May 12th, 2023

[Contractor],

This will likely be the most consequential decision of your career. We're unacquainted. [Contractor] has
participated in targeted indvidual torture operations against me and others similarly situated. I have been
electronically raped over a thousand times, with lab-tested poison (including carcinogenic chromium and
neurotoxic barium) aerially sprayed and pressed into my eyes by directed energy; shot with directed energy
weapons (DEW) around the clock and sleep-deprived by physical torture always in recent history; electrocuted in
my temples, forehead, fingers, toes, nose, ears, genitals etc. in response to my activity with a malicious brain-
computer interface; routinely poisoned with biological and chemical agents; debilitated by frequencies; bombarded
with subliminal messaging around the clock; and impaired in business and logistics with calls, texts and online
conversations delayed, deleted or spoofed. I have been subjected to prototypical targeted individual torture
operations with [Contractor] on the front lines. There will be no plausible deniability of the agencies' and
contractors' complicity in these.

You can respond in one of two ways. First, you can get ahead of it by honoring my instructions meticulously, by
doing the right thing. There will be [large] settlements or judgments in due course, and you can handle whatever is
required honorably. Alternatively, you can respond any other way, from denials that won't hold up to ignoring it to
angling for my assassination. While I always act legally in all material respects, the latter choice would likely result
in your capital punishment with due process, with or without (not cruel and unusual, rather) standardized
reciprocal torture until death under evolving law. I'm endeavoring to be reasonably straightforward. 

While it appears approximately everyone in the covert sector has lost their minds, in the event you choose the first
option:

Talk with all your black ops teams and obtain full details of operations against me and other tortured
targeted individuals (TIs).
Supply me full, unredacted details of all the operations against me and my family, friends and associates:
obfuscate nothing.
Please understand that any TI torture obfuscation may entail 18 USC § 241–242 violation, a capital offense
for these operations.
Instruct all of your employees, contractors and subcontractors to preserve all records of, and cease
immediately, all operations against tortured targeted individuals including me, along with all of (said
targeted individuals') family, friends and associates.
Make it clear that anyone persisting in any facet of a TI torture operation faces capital punishment with due
process, starting with 18 USC § 241 as the operations require 4th Amendment violation and entail
aggravated sexual abuse and attempt to kill, even by asinine suicide or altercation scripts. Help your team
understand that no executive order or legislation, whether state or federal, negates capital offenses from
constitutional violations since Marbury v Madison (1803).
Ensure your employees, contractors, subcontractors and partners cease targeted individual torture
operations today. That includes disabling:



non-consensual brain-computer interfaces;
flyovers poisonng any targeted individual's location;
all directed energy, frequency, subliminal, noise campaign, chemical and biological assaults;
all access to any non-consensual implant, brain signature, DNA, RNA and (or) biometric data of any
tortured TI; and
all through-wall, through-floor, through-ceiling, telephonic, internet and (or) other surveillance of any
tortured TI (targeted individual). My internet traffic, for example, has (appeared) routed from Cambridge,
MA to Littleton, CO.

You can see evidence of the directed energy weapons (DEW) assault at https://infinityb.co/TI. 

Please courteously acknowledge receipt of this email right away, and end these operations with the above actions
today.

Cordially,
Noam Grunes

This email message, including its attachments (if any), contains Privileged and Confidential information and is intended only for the use of the named
individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this email message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the
message to the intended recipient, then you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, retention, archiving, or copying of the email message,
any of its attachments, or any of the information included therein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, then please notify the
sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and all of its attachments immediately. Thank you.

2. May 21, 2023 below: itemized Invited actions including for David Cohen:

------- Forwarded Message -------
From: Partners <partners@infinityb.co>
Date: On Sunday, May 21st, 2023 at 8:06 PM
Subject: Please act constructively now
To: Including David Cohen

David [and others addressed],

You are tolerating TIs, including me, being raped, poisoned and tortured around the clock in our homes, barely
functioning amid incessant assault, after David was briefly CIA director when your associates tortured my dad up
to his death. Can you begin to fathom the consequences for your souls tolerating this?

Please act now, ending Nazi targeting operations by condemning TI torture and taking below actions immediately.

Responsibility. Your... is tolerating electronically, physiologically raping individuals targeted like me (10 USC
§ 920) in residences turned into neo-Nazi concentration camps with gassing lab-tested to include neurotoxic
barium, and carcinogenic chromium coursing through urine while my genitals, bladder, intestines and body are
pummeled with directed energy weapons as shown on video, crushing mitochondrial function and organs in "slow
kill" "special access" "TI" (targeted individual) torture programs known as the "Silent Holocaust" proliferative with
dastardly nanotech and BCI. Its perpetrators are agency-associated rapists, sadists, thieves and parasites who
reportedly seek tyranny devoid of liberty, "a new world order of electronically controlled humans without their
knowledge or consent" (Soul Catcher Vol. 2). I am debilitated with sleep deprivation by physical torture, directed
energy to my face and each of my eyes and about all body parts, electrocutions penetrating my head, exhausting

https://infinityb.co/TI


frequencies, nefarious subliminal messaging, noise campaigns and lab-tested poisons. There will be no plausible
deniability of complicity in these crimes amid mass subliminal interrogation.

Capital Offenses. The targeted individual torture operations include treasonous components — including sprayng
the populace with toxic barium and filaments for unilateral assault — and are, in each discrete case, capital
offenses under 18 USC § 241 with or without § 242, entailing incessant 4th Amendment rigthts violation plus
aggravated sexual abuse (in my case on every shift, beside electrocutions generally within every minute,
frequency and subliminal assaults generally within every second), attempt to kill (whether by fast or "slow kill")
even by asinine suicide or altercation scripts beside lab-tested poisoning, or any resulting death. You know that no
executive order or legislation can excuse these constitutional violations since 1803 (Marbury v Madison).
Everyone tolerating the TI torture operations faces extermination with due process.

Actions. .... I've emailed thrice now, while I continue to be heinously tortured around the clock.... you can support
remedying this or face soul damnation. David can take the following actions or face capital punishment with due
process: For modest emphasis I act legally and advocate cleaning up this neo-Nazi mess only legally.

Consolidated from prior communication for convenience:

A. Actions for other TIs (targeted individuals):
1. Immediately end operations against [name redacted] in Cumberland MD.
2. Immediately end operations against [name redacted] in Nea Makri, Greece.
3. Immediately end operations against [name redacted] of MI, heinous hate crimes.
4. Cause immediate arrest of the US Air Force veteran who instigated torture of [name redacted], his

subliminal interrogation for operational details and his public prosecution detailing some of the nature of
these operations.

5. In collaboration with the NSA: promptly nullify all post-hypnotic and other subliminal suggestions to all
tortured targeted individuals and to each of our family members, friends and associates.

6. With the understanding that subliminal interrogation is more effective than torture in eliciting information,
immediately end — and ensure your NSA, FBI, DHS, DOD contractors' and DOD counterparts (in every
branch, notably including the US Air Force, Space Force, Army Intelligence, Office of Naval Intelligence,
DTRA, DARPA and its BCI grantees and licensees) immediately end — all targeted individual operations
without a warrant for every operational facet, which involve any realized or attempted:



torture, isolation or sleep deprivation,
communication inhibition,
covert implant (whether surgical, injected, inhaled, chemically deposited as by spray or otherwise
imparted, including any self-assembling filament),
covert transceiver in any person or property,
directed energy or frequency,
dissociative identity or trauma-based programming for any purpose,
gang or aerial stalking or street theater,
intellectual property theft (5th Amendment beside 4th Amendment violation),
libel or slander,
noise campaign,
non-consensual brain-computer interface, body-machine interface or wireless body area network,
other-than-nationwide subliminal messaging,
pavlovian conditioning (like the all-red nonsense, as if everyone designing these operations has been a
3-year-old),
poisoning including by spray (whether chemical, biological or cross-domain),
religious conversion or relationship with any imagined deity or angel or supernatural entity played by AI
or an operative (NSA's forte as God or Jesus impersonator in dreams, voices or signs: pretty sick as
they oversee torture),
remote neural monitoring by any means,
sexual abuse, voyeurism or sadism (how is this consistently part of CIA, NSA and DOD TI operations:
what the heck is wrong with your personnel),
through-wall, through-floor or through-ceiling surveillance,
travel inhibition by any means, vehicular tracking,
or other constitutional (generally 4th, 5th, 8th or 14th Amendment) violation.



7. Publicly itemize all personnel and entities involved in any facet of said operations.
8. Supply full unredacted details of each of said operations to the TI affected thereby.
9. Institute and publicly detail institutional safeguards against any of said operations resuming in any form.

10. Cause prompt, legal and permanent, detainment or execution of all persons known or found to be complicit
in any targeted individual torture operation, including from or contracted by the CIA, NSA, DOD (notably
including via DARPA, DTRA, Army Intelligence, Office of Naval Intelligence, Air Force or Space Force), FBI,
DHS, [contractors' names redacted] or any other entity. 

11. For said perpetrators and anyone who endeavors to thwart any above action, cause prosecution for capital
punishment or legal torture-until-death not unusual, rather standardized in the manner perpetrated against
TIs in our homes as with isolation, omnipresent sleep deprivation by pain from a DEW, around-the-clock
directed energy assault, electronic rape multiple times per shift, infuriating and tormenting frequencies,
subliminal messaging as imparted incessantly etc.; the customary biological and chemical poisoning can be
omitted as outlawed.

12. Promptly file a statement in the Targeted Justice case (TXSD 6:23-cv-00003) advocating for elimination of
the non-investigative subjects (NIS) list easing covert slander, rape and torture ("97% of people on the
TSDB that travel without additional... interrogation, because they are non-investigative subjects that do not
represent a terrorist threat"), and, in slight redress of due process violation, disclosure of each NIS'
nominating information to the NIS, enabling each NIS to sue the nominators in the event it was fabricated
libel or slander.

13. Communicate to all NSA personnel running any operation on Ana Toledo, Karen Melton Stewart or any
other targeted individual (generally a la the NSA Mind Control and Psyops script): you will be held
accountable for it.

14. You know that every core component of targeted individual (TI) torture is operational widely and patented
generally, unconstitutional in our homes and not "fantastical." Yet US attorneys have sought case
dismissals (often against pro se litigants whose lives have been destroyed, while they continue to be
tortured) with such libel. Remedy all the TI torture lawsuits dismissed, acknowledging each TI's experience
reflects covert torture. As life destruction operations simultaneously steal and reduce QALY, arrange
reparations for each tortured TI not less than some multiple of the highest QALY value used for drug
reimbursement, multiplied by the number of years they were tortured in a US (including CIA, NSA or DOD)
"special access", "behavior modification" or other neo-Nazi program. (This is dramatically less than jury
judgments for torture. The CIA can afford it.)

B. Actions to clean up operations against me, which include prototypical, incessant NSA bull manure described in
Will Filer's NSA Mind Control and Psyops; Silent Assassination Through Amplified Neurons ("SATAN")
programming associated with the CIA; aerial poisoning associated with the CIA and US Air Force; assault with
directed energy weapons as pursued by [contractors' names redacted]; assault with exhausting frequencies in the
daytime and alert frequencies at night since last century; aggravated sexual abuse by frequency or directed
energy on about every shift; noise campaigns on top of this as the agencies strive for maximal aggravation in
operations designed by functionally retarded sadists; and a malicious brain-computer interface:



15. Immediately end all programs against me and other individuals targeted like me.
16. Talk with [name redacted]: recommend he thoroughly honor all instructions in my May 12, 2023 email to

him, copied to you, immediately.
17. Promptly supply me all subliminal messages imparted to (a) me or (b) anyone regarding me, specifying

each recipient of each subliminal message, obtaining these from the NSA, DOD, contractors and foreign
counterparts insofar as CIA doesn't have them all. These ramped up in 2003–2009, in Australia.

18. Share with me all files of operations against me throughout my life — from CIA, NSA, DOD, [name
redacted], BCI, foreign counterparts etc.— unredacted, partly to make it clear I have a partner. Include
every file that mentions "Grunes" or any numerical or coded designation of me (that may include dimwits'
"fluffy buttoms" etc.). You can note fabricated cover files. I haven't filed any FOIA request. In the
unexpected even you need one for this, just guide an attorney to promptly file it.

19. Supply me all other details of covert operations against me or any of my family members, friends and
associates that you ascertain.

20. Disable all through-wall, through-floor, through-ceiling, remote neural monitoring, brain-computer interface,
internet activity, screen, telephonic, email and all other non-consensual surveillance of me immediately and
permanently.

21. Make it clear to NSA, DOD, all at CIA, foreign counterparts, [redacted] and other applicable contractors that
anyone who plants or maintains access to any implant, transceiver or nanotechnology in — or poisons or
sabotages — any of my current or prospective items, residences or self faces capital punishment or
reciprocal torture-until-death with due process, without plausible deniability in subliminal
interrogation. Instruct them to stand down in the TI operations immediately.

22. Apparently Texans' "Happy Ending LLC", initiated in 2016, bought the condo where I was tortured in 2016–
2019 (1900 Purdy Ave, also known as Sunset Harbour Dr, Apt TS3, Miami Beach, FL 33139) at the end of
March 2021 when I was unconstitutionally detained (in a room labeled 1 MN to 33; yes, I'm from MN and
familiar with 33rd degree disclosures). My family's torture in Massachusetts appeared to be partly from
Texans affiliated with Texas A&M at 1 Webster St, Arlington, MA 02474. Apparently it was sold April 8, 2021,
the same day an LLC was created that bought 81–91 Winter St, Cambridge, MA 02141 with line of sight to
my next long-term residence, soon a dish pointed at me. Detail backgrounds of all you can implicate in my
torture including Texans, Chinese, CIA and NSA and DOD personnel, contractors and subcontractors,
police department members, Russian affiliates, 5 eyes counterparts, sponsors and all involved with my BCI.

23. While operations against me attracted a boatload of domestic and foreign participants, do not endeavor to
conceal or obfuscate CIA or NSA involvement. I was interrogated based on email I had yet to download.
Meanwhile the operating tactics reflect NSA and CIA programs to a T: life destruction, religious conversion,
"behavior modification" from... NSA and the CIA's "SATAN" program, in this case with heavy involvement of
the DOD, contractors and subcontractors. The TI torture programs will be laid bare. So too will be attempts
to conceal or obfuscate these as a conspiracy against rights, a capital offense.

24. Cause legal, reciprocal, standardized torture-until-death or capital punishment for all complicit in the
operations, including all complicit in poisonng, bugging or breaking into my self or my any (past, current or
anticipated) residence.

C. Preliminary actions to clean up further treason:



25. Advocate prompt eradication of all routers and frequency generators at or near 60 GHz, near peak oxygen
absorption, and felonies for running them knowingly.

26. Advocate prompt outlaw of fluoride, a Nazi and Soviet weapon for cognitive impairment. Any non-sociopath
in this country can benefit from more situational awareness unimpaired by intentionally incessant poisoning.

27. Cause those complicit in dissemination of parasitical nanotechnology or filaments, sprayed by the
treasonous US Air Force and CIA elements alongside neurotoxic barium and carcinogenic chromium, to be
publicly detained or (legally) exterminated.

28. Call out US Air Force and CIA spray of biological and chemical poisons as treasonous, including
widespread spray of barium facilitating electromagnetic assault ("ten thousand times more toxic to your
nervous system than lead" said a doctor for pilots spraying it ftom Peterson Air Force Base). Call for
immediate and permanent cessation of biological and chemical spray operations along with a full and
transparent accounting of what has aerially bombarded the country.

29. Promptly publicly dsiclose all equipment and all methods known to safely disable wireless body area
networks and other implants enabling remote torture (whether surgical, injected, inhaled or otherwise
imparted). As these are deployed illegally, there is no legitimate offsetting consideration for non-disclosure
of the remedies. Ensure the methods don't cause growth of self-assembling filaments reported in blood
samples.

30. Cause CIA operatives, contractors or partners involved in the treasonous threats to or murder of Mike
Chapala, who provided one solution for that in a pulsing drum he refined over (approximately) 9 years, to
be promptly arrested or executed under law.

31. Institute a policy for all federal employees, contractors and sub-contractors to be confirmed as not, by
scans as practicable and subliminal interrogation on all disqualifiers: a chiphead, clone, host of vrill,
historically blackmailed, ever a rapist or otherwise subject to blackmail, advocate of UN (including WHO)
supremecy defenestrating inalienable constitutional rights, or tolerant of any caste-like system violating the
14th Amendment with no longer equal access to healthcare, banking or unrestricted travel as contemplated
with central bank digital currencies.

Somehow billionaire illuminuts, Jesuits and masons coalesced around the (approxiimately) dumbest possible
social, political and economic structure regardless of population: enforced by CBDC, castes defenestrating
meritocracy, a political tyranny defenestrating checks and balances on any idiot; and socialism or communism for
the masses to own nothing. In broad strokes it is impossible to have a (substantially) dumber vision for aggregate
utility or harmony. Naturally the tyrannical (not a very nice word) paid to silence dissent including targeted
individuals. It jibed with using TIs as guinea pigs, to see how AI might help billionaires subdue and control
enslaved masses. The sadistic rape and electrocutions in TI torture operations are classically CIA; the subliminal
messaging is clasically NSA; the poisoning reflects US Air Force pursuits similarly since Nazis brought it
mycoplasma to spray; the nano-tech has been an evolving monstrosity over decades; and other components of TI
torture and life destruction reflect Stasi Zersetzung in an unbroken Nazi lineage.

As targeted individuals like me are daily raped by frequency or directed energy, assaulted with directed energy
weapons around the clock, debilitated by frequencies and sleep deprivation, abused by incessant subliminal
messaging and noise campaigns, stalked and poisoned wherever we go: tolerating these operations would
entrench you as a Nazi family. This is a time of judgment. 

I encourage you to get on the right side of it now, in David's case by racing to complete the above action items,
ending and disclosing TI torture operations now.



Cordially,
Noam Grunes

Appended [then] below:
1. Email for [contractor] May 12, 2023, copied to you (in above action item 16).
2. Email to you from May 5 and May 12, 2023 (today is indeed May 21, 2023).
3. Email for Paul Nakasone with more TI torture background, copied to you.

This email message, including its attachments (if any), contains Privileged and Confidential information and is intended only for the use of the named
individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this email message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the
message to the intended recipient, then you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, retention, archiving, or copying of the email message,
any of its attachments, or any of the information included therein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, then please notify the
sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and all of its attachments immediately. Thank you.

3. May 23, 2023 below: itemized Invited actions for Frank Kendall et al., USAF:

------- Forwarded Message -------
From: Partners <partners@infinityb.co>
Date: On Tuesday, May 23rd, 2023 at 6:17 PM
Subject: End criminal operations now
To: Frank.Kendall@us.af.mil <Frank.Kendall@us.af.mil>, kristyn.jones@us.af.mil <kristyn.jones@us.af.mil>,
charles.brown@us.af.mil <charles.brown@us.af.mil>, david.allvin@us.af.mil <david.allvin@us.af.mil>,
joanne.bass@us.af.mil <joanne.bass@us.af.mil>

Dear US Air Force Leadership:

FRANK KENDALL,
SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

KRISTYN E. JONES,
UNDERSECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

GENERAL CHARLES Q. BROWN, JR.,
CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE AIR FORCE

GENERAL DAVID W. ALLVIN,
VICE CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE AIR FORCE

JOANNE S. BASS,
CHIEF MASTER SERGEANT OF THE AIR FORCE

Copied: David Cohen, an attorney general and a judge or justice

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Air Force,

Your prompt attention is required because you oversee among treason, criminal use of weapons of mass
destruction and targeted individual torture operations. Honorable persons among you will end operations
against the US and tortured targeted individuals, including me, immediately.

Assaulted around the clock with among directed energy weapons (DEW) as demonstrated beyond reasonable
doubt, frequencies, subliminal messaging, noise campaigns, neural monitoring, malicious BCI,



communications impairment, sleep deprivation by physical torture, sexual abuse and other SOP in Will
Filer's NSA Mind Control and Psyops, CIA's "Silent Assassination Through Amplified Neurons" program and
DARPA-associated BCI — targets like me are also poisoned by the AIr Force with lab-tested barium, chromium
and filaments that stick to elevated windows.[1] Chromium is an EPA-designated carcinogen. Barium is "ten
thousand times more toxic to your nervous system than lead" per a doctor for pilots he confirmed to be
spraying it from Peterson AFB. Self-assembling filaments have appeared in blood observed by Dr. Ana
Mihalcea inter alia, structurally like old nanotechnological spray associated with the CIA. Your toxic spray has
been disclosed by whistleblowers including from Air Force logistics. Three cover stories for toxic
spray — "global warming" mitgation, merely weather manipulation or geoengineering, and defense against
exotic (frequency) warfare as by metallic aerial grids — are untenable when you spray biological parasites, a
carcinogen and a neurotoxin.

Sprayed barium is piezoelectric material that faciltates targeted individual (TI) torture, including when sprayed
and chemically deposited into our faces by directed energy (hitting a facial nerve such as the "V2" maxillary
nerve with a "k" coupling coefficent, the "V2k" incorrectly but colloquially known as voice-to-skull). Aerial
barium facilitates electromagnetic assault allegedly by easing DEW propagation too. It depletes potassium,
causing heart attacks.[2] It is toxic. You have been following targeted individuals (TI) with toxic spray
throughout the US.[3] Everywhere we go, you poison, while poisoning the populace broadly. This is treason
and/or use of weapons of mass destruction in statutory language (18 USC § 2381, § 2332a).[4] Assaulting
targeted individuals in our residences includes 4th Amendment violation as a capital offense (18
USC § 241, § 242), inexcusable under any executive order or legislation since 1803 (Marbury v Madison).
[5] You are complicit in assaulting targeted individuals with aerial poisons, directed energy, frequencies,
subliminal messaging, noise campaigns and neural entrainment from among aircraft, satellites, drones and
terrestrial installations.[6]

Any honorable person among you will end such operations immediately.[7] They may have included the
names Indigo and Cloverleaf.[8] I have been aerially assaulted in Miami-Ft. Lauderdale beside greater Boston
(primarily Arlington to Cambridge). Others are being assaulted throughout the country. End these operations
now. Identify the offshore and onshore AFB launching the assaults, identify the treasonous programs, and shut
them down now. Print and safeguard their operational details in dozens of considered-secure locations above
and below ground, including all their personnel, who have acquitted themselves in the manner of Nazi war
criminals. Ensure none of your pilots, aircraft, drones, satellites or other assets assault any targeted individual
(TI) again without rock-solid constitutional authorization for a time-delimited mission.

To hell with information compartmentalization in the service of torture or treason: understand exactly what you
are spraying — test it randomly and frequently, including for toxic barium, toxic chromium, self-assembling
filaments that may grow in the presence of an electrical or magnetic field, and nanotechnology at maximum
magnification — and research your targets with due diligence. Beside the poisonous spray, immediately
terminate all satellites, drones and terrestrial installations that have hit any targeted individual with any
directed energy weapon, frequency or noise for other than legal: time-delimited interrogation without
torture, physical capture or prompt execution.

Please also furnish me all details you can find or obtain of operations against any of my family, including me,
with the infrequent surname Grunes or our any identifier. You will know I am a US citizen (from Minnesota)
targeted in multiple operations, who advocates only legal actions, without any criminal history notwithstanding
any cover story for malfeasance. Please also furnish me details of the (criminal) spray and directed energy



assault on Wempe Drive in Cumberland, MD 21502, and monitor it like a hawk. You might liaise with NGA for
these purposes with TSCM checks for tampering with records, while NSA, CIA, NORAD, USNORTHCOM,
Office of Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, elements of the Space Force, and obviously your Air Force
appear substantially criminal. Still, you can ask the NSA to subliminally interrogate all your past and present
personnel for scienter in targeted individual torture or treason, starting with pilots identified by pay.[9]

In summary please immediately:
1. End all spray including barium, a neurotoxin.
2. End all spray including chromium, an EPA-designated carcinogen.
3. End all spray including any nanotechnology or self-assembling filament (as implicated in "died suddenly").
4. End all spray including any "dust" for any (unconstitutional) neural interface (BCI), including in any special
access program.
5. End all spray that follows any targeted individual (as for DEW propagation, weaponized frequency, neural
interface or toxic assault).
6. Terminate all assets — including all drones, satellites and terrestrial installations — that targeted or target
any individual with any directed energy weapon (DEW), frequency or noise for other than legal: time-delimited
interrogation without torture, physical capture or prompt execution (hereinafter "I/C/E").
7. Furnish me details of, and monitor long-term, the aerial spray, DEW and frequency assaults on Wempe
Drive in Cumberland, MD 21502.
8. In collaboration with the US Space Force, Office of Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, covert agencies
and applicable contractors:
    8a. Permanently disable all through-ceiling (beside through-wall and through-floor) surveillance without a
warrant for it specifically.
    8b. Permanently disable all weapons using any DNA, RNA, brainprint or other individual data for other
than legal I/C/E.
    8c. Permanently disable all non-consensual: brain-computer interfaces and body-area networks not used
solely pursuant to a legal warrant for I/C/E. Non-consensual means without express informed consent not
withdrawn. You may know, or learn, that subliminal interrogation is more potent, beside more reliable, than
torture in eliciting or extracting information from persons of interest.
    8d. Permanently disable any other category of unconstitutional activity facilitating targeted individual rape,
theft or torture operations.
9. See whether you can eliminate piezoelectric material from all possible chaff, helping to disable targeted
individual torture operations.
10. Obtain codenames and alphanumeric identifiers of all individuals with my surname (Grunes) from at least
CIA, DARPA, DHS, DIA, DTRA, FBI, NSA, ONI, Space Force and your own Air Force. Use these to identify all
Air Force (and, insofar as you can, all the Space Force, NSA, CIA and other) operations against any of said
individuals. In requesting the identifiers, include a notice that anyone choosing to be complicit in targeted
individual torture, including anyone who endeavors to conceal or obfuscate it, faces capital punishment with
due process and without plausible deniability of the complicity under subliminal interrogation.
11. Furnish me all, unredacted details of said operations against any member of my extended family, including
against me (Noam Grunes).
12. Harness potent subliminal interrogation for internal investigations; there will be no plausible deniability of
malfeasance and nonfeasance.

Act now.



Cordially,
Noam Grunes

Endnotes:
[1] Elucidating components of targeted individual torture in which the Air Force is complicit:

On DEW (directed energy weapons) assaulting targeted individuals, eased by barium:
Carl Clark's April 2010 Raum & Zeit interview
Dr. John Hall's Satellite Terrorism: A New Breed
Demonstration in first video at https://infinityb.co/TI 

"Silent Assassination Through Adaptive or Amplified Neurons": "SATAN" programs
On CIA-affiliated "SATAN" programs: Robert Duncan's Soul Catcher Vol. 2
"SATAN" programs include toxic... spray over targeted individuals (TI)
Toxic spray: lab-tested as in "A few resources for TIs" at https://infinityb.co/TI
On DARPA-associated weaponized BCI: see "Substanting Myron May" loc. cit.
On subliminal messaging, including by piezoelectric material: Will Filer's NSA Mind Control and Psyops
On piezoelectric assault with sprayed barium: "Electric Angel's" trilogy ending in The Radiohead Protocol

[2] On barium-engendered heart attacks: https://infinityb.info/barium3 
[3] Aerial assault, not a protective grid, e.g.: https://infinityb.info/Ewing
[4] https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2381
     and https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2332a
[5] https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/241
     and https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/242
[6] Mechanistic example of frequency assault or neural entrainment: https://infinityb.co/info/Batcho
[7] In case you'd like to remind your colleagues of the requisite oath of
office: https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/5/3331
[8] Among publicly disclosed allegations: "I would not intentionally spray my children or family with toxic
aerosols, but as you must know, perhaps 80% of the pilots do not have any family or children. Indigo pilots are
chosen from top ranks within the Air Force, Navy, and Coast Guard. Most of the pilots are ‘hardened to
humanity’ and couldn't care less killing off unwanted or leaching aspects of America and the world. I swear to
you, the majority of the pilots are like machines... nearly 1/3 of all flights are being orchestrated from small
unnamed islands, where newly constructed bases are being built at a rate of 8 per year. On these extremely
remote islands there are HAARP(-like) arrays... with many arrays surrounding these islands within the depths
of the ocean.... and here is the kicker. We are shown videos in our training of catastrophic destruction to our
homeland by very sophisticated weapons, then told that these will be the consequences if we don’t fly." Of
course the spray *is* catastrophc destruction by lab-tested parasites/nanotechnology, carcinogen and
neurotoxin: the US Air Force is waging war on Amercans. (You might even view the back of your hands and
arms under a microscope and see sprayed fiber embedded in your skin, toxic in itself while likely easing
surveillance, torture and murder.)

"[One] operation is known to pilots and aviation crew alike as ‘Indigo Skyfold’. Pilots are told to fly specific
routes, while satellites control aerosol dispersal patterns. The pilots make course corrections from time to
time, and perform landings and takeoffs. Pilot navigation and maintenance crews are rotated constantly, and
only spend about 18 months at one given base, to keep pilots and their families from making too many friends,
and ending up with 'loose lips'. They also rotate between day and night flights, one base for daytime flights,
and one for night. Each base covers a 250-mile zone, and each fleet (squadron) of planes covers three states,

https://infinityb.co/TI
https://infinityb.co/TI
https://infinityb.info/barium3
https://infinityb.info/Ewing
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2381
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2332a
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/241
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/242
https://infinityb.co/info/Batcho
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/5/3331


or an even larger swath of ocean. They’re told to simply do their job and 'Shut the F*ck Up!' Their superiors tell
them it’s a matter of National Security": “Without these flights our enemy’s newest technological weapons of
war could easily penetrate America’s airspace, at will. We are dedicated and committed to keeping our allies
safe from the same skyward threats, so we extend the arm of protection to those countries that support our
efforts. Hostile nations are also building atmospheric shields, while at the same time trying to explore
weaknesses in our ever-developing air and space based technologies.” Again this does not hold up when
spray includes biological parasites, a carcinogen and neurotoxin.

"They are ordering us to fly at lower and lower altitudes. We feel like a massive 'Dark Force Empire' of crop
dusters", but USAF targets people beside crops with toxic spray. One in USAF "says he senses a wavering
within the ranks, and that a kind of mutiny is beginning to boil to the surface of this whole geoengineering
global whitewashing."

[9] "We are paid more than any other pilot for our service, other than Air Force One pilots": if true, that is how
you may quickly identify past and present pilots in a spray program, then subliminally interrogate them with
neural monitoring to identify their associates and superiors, subjecting them all to subliminal interrogation for
scienter in targeted individual torture or treason. Subject investigators to subliminal interrogation too; this
country has a lingering Germanic Nazi problem beside tyrannical illuminuts, genocidal billionaires and
treasonous chipheads, with foxes guarding the henhouse so to speak. Ultimately past and present DOD, NSA,
CIA, US contractors' and other personnel may be subjected to potent subliminal interrogation without plausible
deniability of malfeasance and nonfeasance.

Regardless of the timetable to prosecute individuals, end aerial poisoning of targeted individuals and the
populace; and end directed energy, frequency, subliminal and other audible assaults on targeted individuals —
including by aircraft and drones in both senses of the word — immediately.

The 1–12 actions under "In summary" above, please now honor.

This email message, including its attachments (if any), contains Privileged and Confidential information and is intended only for the use of the named
individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this email message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for
delivering the message to the intended recipient, then you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, retention, archiving, or copying
of the email message, any of its attachments, or any of the information included therein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, then please notify the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and all of its attachments immediately. Thank you.

4. May 26, 2023 below: itemized Invited actions for Paul Nakasone, NSA:

------ Forwarded Message -------
From: Partners <partners@infinityb.co>
Date: On Friday, May 26th, 2023 at 4:36 PM
Subject: Re: End the targeted individual torture operations now
To: customercare@nsa.gov <customercare@nsa.gov>, NIASC@nsa.gov <NIASC@nsa.gov>

Nazi Subliminal Assailants,

Honor... instructions below....

While you oversee flagrantly unconstitutional "special access" "behavior modification" programs tantamount to
neo-Nazi war crimes, raping me electronically on every shift; assaulting me incessantly in the face and cycling
among other body parts with directed energy weapons, shots demonstrated on video beyond reasonable doubt;



violating me with debilitating low Hz frequencies in days and high Hz at night in life destruction operations since
last century; poisoning my environment with lab-tested carcinogenic chromium and neurotoxic barium continually
pressed into one of my eyes like dialing up a cell phone, overseeing aerially poisoning the populace for unilateral
electromagnetic assault; sleep depriving me by physical torture daily and nightly; running isolation tactics per
Biderman's chart of coercion including disabling my landline, destroying my cell phones, preventing calls ringing,
disabling texts propagating, delaying conversations, assaulting my throat and poisoning relations with subiminal
messaging; maintaining noise campaigns as disrespectful parasites; turning my screen blurry after getting ahold
of my equipment deceptively; inhibiting work with among blinking screen entrainment, nauseating or exhausting
frequencies, rape and physical assaults after torturing my dad up to his death: the soul of every adult working for
the NSA, I damn (in the status quo). For supporting life destruction operations described in Will Filer's NSA Mind
Control and Psyops, Dr. John Hall's A New Breed: Satellite Terrorism in America and Robert Duncan's Soul
Catcher Vol. 2 alongside lab-tested poisoning of the populace, with a substantially unfettered view of perpetrators'
communications: you are treasonous neo-Nazi rapists and murderers whether directly or in support of your
colleagues, among the most dishonorable animals who could exist.

Any honorable person among you, having sworn to support and defend the Constitution of the United States not
excluding 4th or 5th Amendment rights, would have ended operations against me immediately and laid their
details bare. But you don't have any honorable person with material situational awareness. What you have are
functionally retarded rapist enablers and brain violators committing capital offenses until legally incapacitated. You
should know there will be no plausible deniability of malfeasance or nonfeasance amid subliminal interrogation.

May 14th instructions to Paul Nakasone below, I guess he received, yet the email appeared undelivered. I
requested his email address, and that of his any executive assistant or chief of staff, multiple times in your website
forms, receiving no reply, I suppose to be expected as you oversee criminal operations violating me around the
clock. I then called the NSA for his email address and was told to visit NSA.com, NSA.com. Have you all been
lobotomized or only most of you?

Seriously: have you forgotten who you work for? While you may all be treasonous neo-Nazi parasites, you could
at least pretend to do your jobs. You work for the people of the United States: you work for me, and every one of
you who touches the rapists' and "slow kill" operations against me in any way, an amalgamation of Filer's Mind
Control and Psyops with military contractors' DEW, USAF's poisons, NSA-CIA-DOD BCI and CIA's
"Silent Assassination Through Adaptive or Amplified Neurons" ("SATAN", because your agences are stocked with
dum******), I will see tortured to death or executed with due process. You can read a legal basis....

1. Please print the below email, hand it to your director Paul Nakasone, and reply that's done.

2. Second, please reply with email addresses to reliably reach him promptly with beyond a few sentences your
online forms maximally enable....

Cordially,
Noam

This email message, including its attachments (if any), contains Privileged and Confidential information and is intended only for the use of the named
individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this email message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the
message to the intended recipient, then you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, retention, archiving, or copying of the email message,
any of its attachments, or any of the information included therein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, then please notify the
sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and all of its attachments immediately. Thank you.



------- Original Message -------
On Sunday, May 14th, 2023 at 4:45 PM, Partners <partners@infinityb.co> wrote:

Paul Nakasone,

We're unacquainted, though I wonder whether you took a course from my dad at Saint John's.

1. Status quo judgment. While in all material respects I act legally always as you know, in the status
quo I morally damn your soul and consciousness to experience substantially only agony, anguish and
torment reciprocally, eternally.

2. Responsibility. With CIA, DOD, FBI, DHS, DOJ, DOS, ODNI, Congress, White House and
contractors, you are responsible for overseeing targeted individual torture operations (that may include
"behavior modification" and "special access programs") that have included electronically raping me over
a thousand times; generally electrocutions within every minute, including assaults evidenced by burn
marks and shown on published videos; sleep deprivation by physical torture every night in recent history;
sleep deprivation throughout my life; dastardly dreams manipulation; low Hz debilitating my function in
daytimes since last century; deleterious frequencies entrainment; religious programming detailed in
Filer's NSA Mind Control and Psyops; isolation tactics described by Filer and per Biderman's chart of
coercion, including disabling or delaying calls, texts and online communication alongside directed
energy, frequency, noise campaign, poisoning and subliminal torture; incessant subliminal messaging
inside my left ear rendered louder by an ear plug; aerial poisoning with lab-tested biological and chemical
agents that ramped up around 2014, including recently lab-tested carcinogenic chromium and neurotoxic
barium; excruciating head electrocutions that ramped up in 2016 after directed energy torture since my
childhood; sabotage of my equipment including mobile phones destroyed by hacking, screens rendered
blurry and blinking screen entrainment; transceivers planted in my belongings and RF-emitting or -
receiving instruments of torture in my body. My privately written or spoken words have been repeated or
echoed by political, financial and technology sector leaders. I was interrogated based on email I had yet
to download, implicating NSA beside prototypical NSA Mind Control and Psyops activity. Operatives said
their goals included to get me into a tent (homeless). These are intellectual property theft, sadistic rape
and life destruction operations. With unfettered access to communications, the NSA should have a
comprehensive view of TI torture operations perpetrators beside itself.

3. Instructions. In the event you seek any redemption, immediately:

(1) Supply me every subliminal message the NSA has imparted to (a) me or (b) anyone regarding me,
specifying each recipient of each subliminal message;
(2) Supply me all other details of operations against me and against any of my family members, friends
and associates, without any redaction or obfuscation;
(3) Nullify all post-hypnotic and other subliminal suggestions to all tortured targeted individuals, and to
each of our family members, friends and associates;
(4) With understanding that subliminal messaging suffices for robust interrogation, end — and ensure
your CIA, FBI, DHS and DOD counterparts (in every branch, including and not limited to USAF, Space
Force, Army Intelligence, Office of Naval Intelligence, DTRA, DARPA and its grantees and licensees)
end — all targeted individual operations without a warrant for every operational facet, that involve
any realized or attempted:



torture;
isolation,
sleep deprivation,
communication inhibition,
covert implant (whether surgical, injected, inhaled, chemically deposited as by spray or otherwise
imparted, including any self-assembling filament),
covert transceiver in any person or property,
directed energy or frequency,
dissociative identity or trauma-based programming for any purpose,
gang or aerial stalking or street theater,
intellectual property theft (5th Amendment beside 4th Amendment violation),
libel or slander,
noise campaign,
non-consensual brain-computer interface or body-machine interface,
other-than-nationwide subliminal messaging,
pavlovian conditioning (like the all-red nonsense, as if everyone designing these operations is a 3-
year-old),
poisoning including by spray (whether chemical, biological or cross-domain),
religious conversion or relationship with any imagined deity or angel or supernatural entity played
by AI or an operative (NSA's forte as God or Jesus impersonator in dreams, voices or signs: pretty
sick as you oversee torture),
remote neural monitoring by any means,
sexual abuse, voyeurism or sadism (how is this consistently part of NSA, CIA and DOD targeted
individual operations: what the hell is wrong with your personnel),
through-wall, through-floor or through-ceiling surveillance,
travel inhibition by any means,
vehicular tracking,
or other constitutional (generally 4th, 5th, 8th or 14th Amendment) violation;

(5) Publicly itemize all personnel and entities involved in any facet of said operations;
(6) Supply full, unredacted details of each of said operations to the TI affected thereby;
(7) Institute and publicly detail institutional safeguards against any of said operations resuming in any
form;
(8) Publicly advocate for prompt eradication of all routers and frequency generators at or near 60 GHz,
near peak oxygen absorption, and felonies for running them (with scienter);
(9) Ensure prosecution for legal, standardized torture-until-death or capital punishment for anyone who
endeavors to thwart or obfuscate any above action;
(10) File a statement in the Targeted Justice case (TXSD 6:23-cv-00003) advocating for elimination of
the non-investigative subjects (NIS) list easing covert libel, slander, rape and torture ("97% of people on
the TSDB that travel without additional... interrogation, because they are non-investigative subjects that
do not represent a terrorist threat"), and, in slight redress of due process violation, disclosure of each
NIS' nominating information to the NIS, enabling each NIS to sue the nominators in the event it was
fabricated libel or slander;
(11) And arrange for your successors to be currently tortured targeted individuals (such as Bill
Binney) confirmed, by scans as practicable and subliminal interrogation on all disqualifiers, to be not: a
chiphead, clone, host of vrill, historically blackmailed, ever a rapist or otherwise subject to blackmail,
advocate of UN (including WHO) supremecy defenestrating inalienable constitutional rights, or tolerant of



any (astoundingly stupid, unsustainable and unconscionable) caste-like system violating the 14th
Amendment (as contemplated with CBDC).

In the event you fail to do so, my aforementioned judgment is permanent.

Beyond moral judgment, please understand — and help every employee, contractor or partner working
for or with NSA, CIA, DOD, FBI, DHS, DOS, DOJ or any domestic police department
understand — that anyone persisting in, or endeavoring to coverup or obfuscate, any facet of any US TI
torture operation faces (multiple counts of) capital punishment with due process, starting under 18
USC § 241 as the operations require 4th Amendment violation and entail among (a) aggravated sexual
abuse; (b) attempt to kill, even by (asinine) suicide or altercation scripts; and (c) resulting death by "slow
kill" including, and not limited to, by the physiological degradation of sleep deprivation. Help them all
understand that no executive order or legislation negates capital offenses from constitutional violation
since Marbury v Madison in 1803 (18 USC § 242).

Understand too that anyone connected with any (non-consensual) search or seizure of my self or my any
property (or libeling or slandering me in connection with any torture operation) will (or may) face capital
punishment with due process under 18 USC § 241–242. You should know that every torture element I
mention is operational widely and patented generally.

For those involved in perpetrating the "behavior modification" and "special access" targeted individual
torture programs, turning our homes into "slow kill" concentration camps with gassing and burning beside
physiologically damaging incessant subliminal messaging, debilitating frequencies, noise campaigns,
aggravated sexual abuse, sleep deprivation and a malicious BCI, I suppose the most viable defense
pleading would be functional retardation coupled with delusions of omnipotence, angling for defendants'
placement in an asylum for insanity, such as any covert agency. You can end these seriously
indefensible operations now. Please do.

Postscript:

Soon before emailing this, I was electronically raped multiple times, assaulted in my heart, electrocuted
inside my dick, had directed energy into each of my eyes separately, electrocuted in my right thumb
when I commented on the foregoing, pummeled as by a directed energy weapon (DEW) to the outside of
my genitals and torso, microwaved or imparted sensation of such in my legs, electrocuted among my
fingers with now more searing of my right thumb, caused disorienting pain in or near each of my temples
(now by my left temple) etc. These are not post-hypnotic suggestions. Imagine experiencng such
electrocution assaults throughout days and nights as merely one facet of torture in your home and
workplace with incessant sleep deprivation, poisoning, debilitating frequencies and physiologically
deleterious subliminal messaging non-stop, as by treasonous retarded terrorists. I'm receiving more
pulses to my rectum now: not too much information.[1] You, and your CIA, DOD, FBI and DHS
counterparts, cannot fathom the karmic repurcussions of failing to honor the above itemized instructions
immediately.

[1] The aggravated sexual abuse on every shift reflects allegedly standard operating procedure of
attempted "sexual humiliation" in agency-affiliated programs. It's never humiliating. It's always infuriating,
and will result in the legal extermination or legal torture-to-death of all parties responsible for it. Cover



stories for such NSA, CIA and DOD sadism include causing unending anger and redirecting it onto a
chosen target. With these targeted individual torture operations having proliferated, legal reciprocity will
be foremost against elements of NSA, CIA, DOD, FBI, DHS, USG contractors and private sponsors,
starting with everyone tolerating these operations in the NSA, CIA or DOD.

You should understand there will be no plausible deniability of that with mass subliminal interrogation.
Your decisions will be laid bare.

For modest reiteration, I advocate cleaning up this mess entirely legally. It should be generally
understood that goals behind massive targeted individual torture operations, beside poisoning the
populace, included bringing down the US government to install a one-world tyranny ostensibly led by the
UN with operational headquarters in Colorado, and "what they have been working on with enormous
ramifications to all social order, a new world order of electronically controlled humans without their
knowledge or consent" ((whistleblower allegation in) Robert Duncan's Project Soul Catcher Vol. 2). Of
course both goals are failures, as people are not quite comprehensively robotic sheep. Seriously, does
everyone in the agencies understand that NWO pushers, the wannabe enslavers seeking a world in
which "you will own nothing," are functionally retarded? (It's breathtaking: their having amassed such
wealth and ensuring their demise in pursuing a dystopian caste system. Masonic and illuminut
propaganda of the blackmailed buffoons being superior animals "physically, mentally and
spiritually" must have gone to their lemming-like heads (William Guy Carr's Pawns in the
Game — spiritually superior in worshipping a goathead? Maybe it was selected for the mockery of
worshipping an animal like sheep (while saying Baa...l), even synonymous with sheep in Chinese yang).

For about any pursuit (includng self-preservation) beside sadism or treason, let alone honoring your 5
USC § 3331 oath of office, you have one logical choice in this matter. That is to honor my instructions
(now).

Cordially,
Noam Grunes

This email message, including its attachments (if any), contains Privileged and Confidential information and is intended only for the use of the
named individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this email message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible
for delivering the message to the intended recipient, then you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, retention, archiving, or
copying of the email message, any of its attachments, or any of the information included therein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, then please notify the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and all of its attachments immediately.
Thank you.

------- Original Message -------
5. June 5, 2023 below: itemized Invited actions for Stefanie Tompkins, DARPA:

January 5, 2022 to selected recipient Stefanie Tompkins online (“Thank you for contacting the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency”) without reply:

Hi Dr. Tompkins,

Please reply with attestations from all DARPA personnel and contractors since 1977:



“1. I *do* or *do not* [underline one] know of any human experimentation or project or contract, with which I or any
of my employers have been connected, without all
participants' fully informed consent, and omnipresent right to withdraw consent, including without limitation any
non-consensual brain-computer interfacing, neural monitoring or directed energy use.

2. The name "Grunes" *does* or *does not* [underline one] appear in any of my or my employer's work since 1977,
including without limitation in connection with
any brain-computer interface (or BCI), remote neural monitoring (or RNM), directed energy weapon (or DEW),
implant, surveillance or frequency torture. If I underlined "do" or "does" above, details of my knowledge thereof areare
attached, atta including all entities and persons I know to have had any knowledge of such activity.

I understand that obfuscation in my response may result in violating 18 USC § 241-242. I verify under penalty of
perjury that the foregoing, and each attached statement, is true and correct. Executed on (insert date). (Insert
signature)” (28 USC § 1746)."

Additionally as heinous neo-Nazi war crimes are underway, Dr. Tompkins:

1. Immediately terminate all brain-computer, brain-machine, brain-brain, body area network and other remotely
accessible implants or nanotechnology within your attainable purview, for which any subject who may experience any
of that has not for it provided express, particularized, written informed consent that has not been withdrawn.

2. Promptly notify all non-consensual test subjects, within your purview, of all programs and products each
experienced, along with best methods for disabling and removing all of their any implants and nanotechnology.

3. Instruct every entity that ever received any payment or technology transfer from DARPA to promptly complete a
form no less comprehensive than that appended below, cumbersome but usefully so.

Cordially,
Noam

Form for all DARPA collaborators past or present:

1. List every product your self or company, including its any predecessor — or any of your directors, officers or
scientists — directly or indirectly developed or worked on in each of the following categories:
1A. Brain-computer, brain-machine or brain-brain interface, or other remote neural monitoring.
1B. Body area network or remotely accessible implant in a brain or body or embedded in skin.
1C. Filament or hydrogel that may grow in the presence of a magnetic or electrical field.

2. For each product identified in Item 1, list every subcontractor and other entity that participated in any of its
research or development.

3. For each product identified in Item 1, list:
3A. Every prior, and no longer, human and other animal test subject.
3B. Every current human and other animal test subject.

4. For every human identified in Item 3 (3A or 3B), list:



4A. All who supplied express, particularized, written informed consent to being a test subject for said product.
4B. All others.

5. Attach the following statement to the above items, one for each person who served as your any director, officer,
managing or general partner, sole proprietor or otherwise chief executive, at any time since January 1, 2013: “I
declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the United States of America, that the foregoing is true and
correct. Executed on (date): (signature).”

6. Instruct every entity listed in Item 2 to complete all items in this form (1-through-6), including attestations under
penalty of perjury, and return it to you. Attach all pages of those submissions to your own submission.

Submit this information within 45 days, in electronic and printed form, to DARPA and each member of the Senate and
House Intelligence Committees separately. Subject to legal guidance, failure to do so may disqualify your
organization and leadership from any future federal contract, among other consequences. You may submit an invoice
to DARPA for the actual, reasonable, printing and delivery costs of these submissions.

This email message, including its attachments (if any), contains Privileged and Confidential information and is intended only for the use of the named individual(s) to
whom it is addressed. If the reader of this email message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the
intended recipient, then you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, retention, archiving, or copying of the email message, any of its
attachments, or any of the information included therein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, then please notify the sender
immediately by reply email and delete this message and all of its attachments immediately. Thank you.

------- Original Message -------
6. June 5, 2023 below: itemized Invited actions for NSA's Research Directorate:

Please attend to the first 5 urgent matters detailed below:
1. Localized EMP for deadly filaments
2. Scans for neural authenticity
3. Subliminal priority 1: dystopia
4. Subliminal priority 2: fake greens
5. Subliminal priority 3: world war etc.
6. When you can....

1. Soon before he died, Mike Chapala told me that allegedly CIA operatives threatened his life for treating or curing
civilians sprayed with technology appearing as filaments. He found his most effective solution was a pulsating drum
he worked on for approximately 9 years, which received a rave review. Please find his available specification of it in
“introduction to aerial assault of targeted individuals” forthcoming at https://infinityb.co/TI, otherwise at minute 17
of https://infinityb.info/drum-at-min-17 (while the drum is no longer there available).

Self-assembling filaments allegedly implicated in “they died suddenly” allegedly are like decades-old CIA-affiliated
spray, grow with electrical current, and crush cognitive and bodily function. Even if humanity would reasonably end
now, prompt finality would be nicer than this insidiousness.

How about creating several iterations of Mike’s drum; confirming it disables — safely, internally —  all
nanotechnology NSA has seen whether embedded in skin, injected, inhaled or ingested; optimizing its production;
and supplying one to every physical voting site for mass accessibility.

https://infinityb.co/TI
https://infinityb.info/drum-at-min-17


2. You may have a sense of multiple efforts to bring down the United States only partly by poisoning everyone. These
may be somewhat attributed to old masonic illuminut plans for 3 world wars before 1 worldwide tyranny, eased by a
false flag alien invasion, economic collapse and monopolistic control of forthcoming digital currency. But it’s also
allegedly attributable to inauthentic “leaders” donning masks or run by neural parasites or neural chips or controlled
as clones. Presumably you could scan for each of these at access points, e.g., for congressional votes,
administration leadership etc. Do you? If not, how many safe scan methods can you devise for this to run alongside
subliminal and remote neural checks on authenticity? Ignoring it would be like enabling anyone you consider
adversarial to covertly replace any key person at any time.

3. Please remind all working for the NSA, and your partners, that in an era of proliferated subliminal interrogation and
remote neural monitoring, plausible deniability of criminality disappears regardless of any witness left standing. We’re
in or entering that era. While this may leave covert agency personnel with nothing to do in the primary covert
business lines allegedly (child and sex trafficking, illicit drug running, false flag operations for wars of aggression,
theft, targeted individual torture etc.), please invite your “Nazi Subliminal Assailants” to change gears and run
subliminal routines to identify the following persons with priority:

All who transferred funds to any anticipated future currency in a caste-based system, a conspiracy against
14th Amendment rights. They may contemplate absolute dependence of 99% of humanity, suddenly
impoverished, on one world tyranny. In one expected financial reset or psyop (via https://oculumlabs.com): 

“CSRQ-SM (Social Management) Software is the program that will be used worldwide by select governmental and
banking institutions when the financial reset occurs.

“The financial reset will be a complete restructuring of the current system, eliminating all existing fiat currencies
overnight. The CSRQ-SM software will intercept all bankiing transactions, all credit and debit card transactions,
and all known financial transactions over a period of 3 to 5 days once the system is activated.

“The currency planned to be used is known as USDR…. No bank account shall contain more than $1000 in USDR
at any time for Class C accounts. Class C accounts will receive $1000 USDR once at the beginning of each month.

“Separate accounts, known as Class S accounts, are reserved for government leaders and the highest echelons of
the rich and elites of the world. Class S accounts can contain unlimited USDR funds and have additional
privileges.”

“There are four classes, Common, Restricted and Quarantined – and Sovereign.

“The first three comprise 99% of humanity. They will all have strict limits on assets you may own and require
mandatory vaccination. They will all have a social and carbon credit score and all will receive heavy penalties and
fines for behaviour that is not approved. The system is similar to China’s social credit scoring system, but more
robust and stringent.

“The Sovereign class comprises less than 1% of humanity. It is a hidden class, and highly classified. It will never be
disclosed to the public. Sovereigns do not have any restrictions of any kind and they are not required to receive
vaccinations of any kind. They do not have social or carbon scores they must adhere to."



Reportedly "sovereigns" who transferred fiat money into USDR received along the lines of a 43:1 USDR-to-fiat
exchange rate versus 1:1 later for 99% of people.

Beyond debilitating entrepreneurship and meritocracy, pursuit along these lines is a conspiracy against 14th
Amendment rights in the United States, punishable under 18 USC § 241 inter alia. In the event it would go live, a
massively deleterious social system (castes impairing meritocracy) would be conjoined with an unstable political
system (one worldwide tyranny) and inefficient economic system (central planning of socially desirable activities for
those who “own nothing”). It's as if practical jokers in another species made a bet on whether any human would go
along with it.

How about subliminally interrogating the full populace (as you substantially did for simple right nose, left nose tells),
above ground and in the DUMBs (some say denoting Deep Underground Military Bases rather than the occupants)
for complicity in any such conspiracy to trample on the 14th Amendment, on equality under law, and promptly
prosecuting the miscreants. There should be a question mark there, yet it's basically rhetorical. Have you started
this?

(The FedNow payment system, allegedly required for CSRQ-SM, is publicly planned to start in July 2023. (A July 3–
4 start date would be 3 years, 333 days after it was proposed August 5, 2019.) It's headed by "Kenneth
Montgomery": 222 in english ordinal gematria = "order out of chaos" in reverse ordinal. An August 1–3, 2023 start of
CSRQ-SM, or anything, could be 102 years, 2 months and 2 days after the May 31 – June 1, 1921 Tulsa racial
massacre, "the single worst incident of racial violence in American history" (a phrase that is (in)famous 322 in
reverse reduction). Presumably "chaos" attending such a system would exceed that in Tulsa by orders of magnitude.)

4. Please invte your Nazi Subliminal Assailants to then hone in on the treasonous fake environmentalists:

Depopulation intents have appeared persistent: “to kill 90% of humanity and enslave the survivors. I did not read
about this on some sort of internet 'conspiracy site,' I was invited to join them in this plot by representatives of David
Rockefeller. I have the tapes to prove it (October 2, 2020). One “offered me the job of Finance Minister of Japan as
long as I went along with a plan to kill 90% of humanity. He said it was necessary in order to 'save the environment.'
Since war did not kill enough people the plan was to use disease and starvation to kill every one off, he said” (August
2, 2021: benjaminfulford.net, where you can focus on just firsthand reports).

It is ridiculous, using CO2 to constrict food and justify depopulation in private. While CO2 levels appeared to rise
steadily from the 1950s in Hawaii, in the 1970s experts suggested an ice age was imminent. Covert atmospheric
heating, including with HAARP-like malevolence, appears more likely to have materially modified climate than an
incremental 0.0001 atmospheric CO2 over a half century.

Yet the cover story persists as purveyors of a CO2 sequestration pipeline (unreal: is a flatulence pipeline next?)
allegedly attempt to seize farmers’ lands as in South Dakota. Amid some 36 billion acres, not even aerial abodes yet,
and human population that was leveling off in the absence of covert manipulation, depopulation attempts may be
approximately 100% driven by non-humans or for illusory control. Why not subliminally message everyone to see
who’s complicit in advancing a false CO2-driven warming story for food constriction or depopulation with scienter?
(Naturally you would avoid the word “scienter” in subliminal scripts, best written with functionally retarded royals-and-
billionaires in mind. After all, they allegedly think a few hundred people can enslave millions.)

5. Once your Neandarthal Subliminal Assailants (complicit in violating targeted individuals around-the-clock) solve



any caste-based financial reset and fake environmentalists wreaking havoc, you might invite them to hone in on
remaining masonuts endeavoring to orchestrate conclusion of Albert Pike's plan for World War 3, alongside a false
alien invasion and financial collapse. At least preempting collapse appears doable on paper, with antitrust law applied
to both currencies and payment systems to minimize machinations for economic
depression: https://infinityb.co/collapse/

6. After you take care of the above items: fate of the “free” world may hinge on whether a few people can sleep and
work undisturbed by treasonous parasites (including parasitical rapists from your agency before they are
systematically legally exterminated). Toward that end, please see whether you can build a motorhome with attributes:
    1. drive functionality without any computer, so it can’t be hacked;
    2. prompt alert of any unauthorized transceiver in interior or exterior;
    3. visibility for driver on all sides and corners, above and below;
    4. shields ~all magnetic and electrical fields;
    5. shields ~all radar and infrared surveillance;
    6. soundproof as with vaccuum enclosure;
    7. invisibility cloaking easy to turn on/off;
    8. unauthorized access ~impossible;
    9. speedy, secure internet connection inside;
    10. full inside bathroom with 6+ foot inside bath,
    11. connected with external water and sewer lines;
    12. air and water intake ~impossible to tamper with;
    13. ~best air filtration including aerial nanotechnology destroyed and trace metals captured;
    14. zero VOC inside, with all surfaces easy to clean;
    15. outfitted with legal-for-civilians weapons system;
    16. all functionality immune to damage by an EMP;
    17. ~undamaged by rounds from a machine gun;
    18. ~undamaged by most vehicle collisions;
    19. can withstand conventional missiles;
    20. can withstand kamikaze drones;
    21. bonus if it flies too. (Why not? You can think: bees.)
You may gather I seek a place to sleep. On account of its overseeing torture with life debilitation and incredible
damage, the NSA owes me more than it can ever pay. This is a serious request/invitation for a useful vehicle after
you take care of potentially urgent items preceding it above.

Cordially,
Noam

PS  — For emphasis to every addressee of this email: I am being electronically raped on every shift, sleep deprived
by physical torture, viewing a blurry screen amid frequency assault, with prototypical NSA subliminal messaging loud
as hell inside my ear, directed energy into my maxillary nerve, left ear clicking wth electrocution upon a typo,
nauseating frequencies, ongoing noise campaign in response to my activity, physical violation of my body whether in
a restroom or work or bed, incessant impairment of my any function as if your entities are populated by substantially
only sadists and sheep. When I find that any of you are toleratng even one operative accessng my brain or body, any
hacker accessing my any equipment, or less than prompt disclosure of every facet of these heinous operations as I
invited, you would face legal torture-until-death or execution, always with legal due process insofar as I pursue it. I
hold you personally accountable for the fate of every targeted individual in the event you act with less than near-
maximal diligence and urgency to tackle these indefensible operations now.

This email message, including its attachments (if any), contains Privileged and Confidential information and is intended only for the use of the named individual(s) to
whom it is addressed. If the reader of this email message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the
intended recipient, then you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, retention, archiving, or copying of the email message, any of its
attachments, or any of the information included therein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, then please notify the sender
immediately by reply email and delete this message and all of its attachments immediately. Thank you.

https://infinityb.co/collapse/



